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W E L C O M E

It is with great honor that we present our
exclusive ground vendor in Italy: W3. 

W3's team of professional drivers and guides provide
outstanding limousine services to Classic's portfolio 

of hotels and offers a selection of memorable private
and custom tours throughout Italy. 

With our long-standing relationship, we're proud to
include W3 within Classic's family of partners.

What, When, Where: W3
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W3 was founded in 2009 by
Agostino Spinella Andrea
Persi, and Sergio Farina, 
 three managers with years
of experience in luxury
services, security, & tourism.
In 2015, they became the
official supplier for Classic
Vacations. In 2022, the
company opened offices in
Rome and Milan, and today
operate with 30+
employees in their offices,
50+ security operators,
200+ limousine service cars,
and 50+ licensed guides
throughout Italy. W3's goal
is to offer the utmost in
quality in all of 
the services performed.

Get To Know:



The first step to enjoying a carefree holiday 
in Italy is to rely on professionals. Why wait
in the queue for a taxi when you arrive at
the airport when you can have everything
organized for you? Our services include
arranging your transfer from and to any
airport and/or private chauffeured cars
with no time limits and itineraries. W3
Limousine Service is designed to offer the
greatest comfort, courtesy, and quality. Just
choose What car, When, and Where you
want it, and they'll take care of everything
else. 

Feel Comfortable

Cultural visits, adventures, wine and food
tastings, a private boat ride, or a simple
stroll in the city. There are several ways to
experience a vacation and W3 Tour
Services  is there to accompany clients and
provide an unforgettable experience! W3
offers private tours which are perfectly
tailored to your client's individual needs and
interests. The possibilities are endless with
this high level of service.   

Feel Relaxed

Tours tailor-made to clients' desires; this is a
unique offer. Clients choose what they want
to see and experience, and W3 organizes it.
For customers looking for a memorable and
inimitable experience, W3 offers private
visits beyond the opening and closing hours
of the most famous museums. Tailor-made
tours are  more than that. Private services
are available beyond a private car. Private
guides are available at almost all tour
locations and give you the inside scoop,
enveloping you in local folklore, making your
tour much more personal and exclusive. 

Feel Special





A M A L F I  C O A S T

Prices shown are for up to two passengers per tour, additional surcharges apply for three or more passengers. Contact Classic for pricing. 

FULL-DAY CAPRI ISLAND TOUR WITH
PRIVATE GUIDE

POMPEII & GRAGNANO WITH PRIVATE GUIDE

Duration: 8 hours
Departs: Based on clients' need
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Amalfi
Private car, driver, guide, hydrofoil tickets fruit &
prosecco, fresh fruit lunch, and entrance tickets

FROM $2,175 PER TOUR FROM $1,152 PER TOUR

Take the tour of a lifetime and explore Capri
Island. Begin by meeting your English-speaking
driver, who will bring you to the Sorrento Pier to
board the hydrofoil (tickets included). Take the
20-minute crossing to Capri and arrive to meet
the staff at the Harbour, including the Captain of
a boat who will take you on a 3-hour private tour
around Capri. There is free time for shopping
and a little walk to the Augustus Gardens. Happy
and relaxed, drive back to the port.

Enjoy a breathtaking look through the centuries as
you step back into antiquity. Then live an amazing
experience in the City of Pasta! On your arrival,
with special devices for a full 4D virtual experience,
you will discover the old city of Gragnano and its
ancient traditions of pasta-making. After that, it
will be possible to witness how the pasta is made
and packaged in the modern factory. Finally,
enjoy an Aperipasta: an Italian-style aperitif with
some tastes of delicious pasta!

Duration: 6 hours
Departs: 8:00 am
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Ravello, Positano, or Amalfi
Transportation, driver, entrance tickets to Pompeii,
private guide, private visit of pasta factory with aperitif



F L O R E N C E  L I K E

Prices shown are for up to two passengers per tour, additional surcharges apply for three or more passengers. Contact Classic for pricing. 

MEDIEVAL ATMOSPHERE OF SAN
GIMIGNANO, VOLTERRA & MONTERIGGIONI

HALF-DAY TOUR WITH TICKETS TO
ACCADEMIA GALLERY & PRIVATE GUIDE

Duration: 10 hours
Departs: Based on clients' request
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Florence
Round-trip car transportation, driver, private 

       English-speaking guide

FROM $1,850 PER TOUR

FROM $755 PER TOUR

You will reach the medieval town of San
Gimignano, passing through the most beautiful
Tuscan countryside. From San Gimignano, you'll
drive half an hour to Volterra. This Etruscan town
sits on a rocky plateau and is protected by
medieval ramparts. Take a stroll through
Monteriggioni Castle, the most majestic and
powerful castle of the Italian Middle Age.

Begin with a drive up to Piazzale Michelangelo,
where you can admire the panoramic views over
the city of Florence. See the Basilica of Santa
Maria del Fiore, the cathedral complex, Giotto's
Bell Tower, and the Baptistry with its famous
bronze doors. Visit the Accademia Gallery, which
features the famous Michelangelo's David. View
the four unfinished Prisoners and St. Matthew, and
a collection of Gothic and Renaissance paintings
that were once in the Medici collections.

Duration: 3 hours
Departs: Based on clients' request
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Florence
Transportation, driver, entrance tickets for Accademia
Gallery, private English speaking guide.



Prices shown are for up to two passengers per tour, additional surcharges apply for three or more passengers. Contact Classic for pricing. 

 N E V E R  B E F O R E

TRUFFLE HUNTING & LUNCH EXPERIENCE 
IN SAN MINIATO WITH PRIVATE GUIDE

FLORENCE SHOPPING WITH PRIVATE GUIDE

Duration: 10 hours
Departs: 8:30 am
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Florence
Transportation, driver, truffle hunting with expert and
dog, cooking class with lunch and guide

FROM $1,850 PER TOUR

FROM $1,285 PER TOUR

Truffle hunting is an ancient tradition in Tuscany
and requires only one rule: respect for nature. For
this reason, there will be a briefing before going
into the woods, a sacred place for the truffle
hunters. During the truffle hunting, guides will tell
you about the truffle, the magic of its traditions,
its history, the legends which recall its myth, its
uses in the kitchen, and you will learn how to
recognize and distinguish a quality truffle from
other inferior quality or artificial products.

Surrounded by the best fashion, style, and
handicrafts, shopping in Florence is a pleasure
that no one can or wishes to, resist. It takes only a
couple of minutes to drive to Gucci, Prada,
Armani, Ferragamo, Fendi, or any of the 'bottega',
which represents the highly-skilled Florentine
handicrafts so well.

Duration: 3 hours
Departs: Based on clients request
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Florence
Transportation, driver, English-speaking escort



M I L A N

Prices shown are for up to two passengers per tour, additional surcharges apply for three or more passengers. Contact Classic for pricing. 

HALF-DAY TOUR WITH DA VINCI'S LAST
SUPPER AND PRIVATE GUIDE

LA SCALA THEATRE WITH PRIVATE GUIDE

Duration: 3 hours
Departs: Based on clients request
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Milan
Transportation, driver, entrance tickets to the Duomo
Museum &Terrace, private English-speaking guide

FROM $1,030 PER TOUR
FROM $675 PER TOUR

You'll visit the glamorous Galleria Vittorio Emanuele
shopping gallery and the medieval Sforza Castle on
your half-day sightseeing tour. Next, you'll tour the
breathtaking Duomo, one of the world's largest, most
striking Gothic cathedrals. The Last Supper, Leonardo
da Vinci's masterpiece, is housed at Santa Maria
Delle Grazie in Milan and has earned a spot on the
UNESCO World Heritage List. The famous fresco has
enjoyed increased popularity since the publication
of Dan Brown's bestselling novel, The Da Vinci Code.

Don't feel like getting a second mortgage to buy
tickets for a performance at La Scala, Italy's most
famous opera house? Visiting this museum is like
a backstage tour. The museum has costumes
and costume sketches, souvenirs of the
conductors, composers, and singers of La Scala,
and a collection of marionettes and puppet
theaters. From the museum, you can get a
glimpse of the inside of the theater.

Duration: 2 hours
Departs: Based on clients request
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Milan
Transportation, driver,  entrance tickets, private
English-speaking guide



S I C I L Y

Prices shown are for up to two passengers per tour, additional surcharges apply for three or more passengers. Contact Classic for pricing. 

SCIACCA - EXCLUSIVE NIGHT TEMPLES
WITH PRIVATE GUIDE

TAORMINA COAST BY PRIVATE BOAT 

Duration: 5 hours
Departs: Based on client request
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Sciacca
Transportation, driver, exclusive entrance  to the Valley
of the Temples, and private guide at location

FROM $2,485 PER TOUR
FROM $675 PER TOUR

Wandering alone in the Valley of the Temples by
night is a unique chance to enjoy this wonderful
archaeological site. Once all visitors are gone,
the doors of the park will open for you to explore
the Temples under the moonlight in a
breathtaking scenario.

Discover the coast of Isola Bella and Giardini
Naxos by the best point of view, the sea. Sail by
unspoiled bays, suggestive caves, and beaches
near rocky walls. Explore the wonderful Lovers
Grotto, the famous Blue Grotto, and the Coral
Grotto. Continue towards the Bay of Mazzaro and
the Bay of the Sirens, and don't miss the
opportunity for a dive!

Duration: 3 hours
Departs: 9 am, 11 am, 2 pm, 4 pm, or 6 pm
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Taormina
Transportation, driver, private boat, aperitif on board



A L L  R O A D S  L E

Prices shown are for up to two passengers per tour, additional surcharges apply for three or more passengers. Contact Classic for pricing. 

THE VATICAN TOUR WITH PRIVATE GUIDE MYSTERIES OF ROME WITH PRIVATE GUIDE 

Duration: 5 hours
Departs: 9 am (11 am on Wednesdays)
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Rome
Transportation at disposal, driver, private English-
speaking guide, and entrance fees

FROM $860 PER TOUR
FROM $675 PER TOUR

Vatican City is the smallest sovereign state, with
one of the world's richest art collections. In the
Museum, visit the Galleries of Candelabras,
Tapestry, and Geographical Maps, and get a
glimpse of the Pope's exquisite gardens. In the
Sistine Chapel, discover its history and how it is
still used today as the Conclave for Papal
Elections. The last stop is St. Peter's Basilica, home
to Michelangelo's Pietá, as well as the burial site
of many past Popes.

As you stroll down the city's dimly lit streets, your
guide relays ghost stories and illuminates
Rome's dark history. Walk through Corso Vittorio
Emanuele II, Campo de Fiori, Piazza Farnese, Via
Giulia, Via del Governo Vecchio, and Castel
Sant' Angelo. Unveil the mysterious side of the
Eternal City and discover fascinating legends,
mysteries, ghostly tales, and curiosities that
form part of a lesser-known Rome.

Duration: 3 hours
Departs: 10 am
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Rome
 Transportation, driver, and private English-speaking
guide



Prices shown are for up to two passengers per tour, additional surcharges apply for three or more passengers. Contact Classic for pricing. 

E A D  T O  R O M E

IMPERIAL ROME UNDERGROUND WITH
PRIVATE GUIDE 

PRIVATE MARKET AND COOKING CLASS IN
ROME WITH ESCORT

Duration: 3 hours
Departs: 9:15 am
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Rome
Transportation, driver, entrance tickets to the
Colosseum and Forums + Underground and Arena
and private English-speaking guide

FROM $1,180 PER TOUR FROM $1,115 PER TOUR

Visit the Colosseum, famous for its gladiator
contests and public spectacles. Access the
undergrounds and arena areas that are usually
excluded in Colosseum tours. After seeing the
Colosseum, visit the Roman Forum, located
between Palatine Hill and Capitoline Hill. The oldest
and most important structures of the ancient city
are located in the Forum, including its ancient
former royal residency. 

Visit rows of stands selling prized vegetables, fruits,
fish, meat, and cheese before taking you to an
authentic Roman kitchen for a full-course cooking
class. The class consists of a demonstrative
preparation of 'primi piatti' (first course) and
''secondi piatti' (second course). The chef shares
his secrets, techniques, and passion for cooking in
the Roman style. You will then enjoy a 5-course
meal with appetizer, three kinds of pasta, main
course, side dish, dessert, water, and wine.

Duration: 6 hours
Departs: 9:00 am
Pick Up/Drop Off: Hotel in Rome
Transportation, driver, English-speaking escort, 

        full-course cooking class.



The library of excursions is quite extensive, and just because it is not
listed in this LookBook does not mean it doesn't exist. If you dream it,

they'll create it. See a shoemaker at his craft. Experience the art of
making mozzarella. Take in a soccer match. The possibilities are

endless and W3 can create a customized experience to meet the
needs of the most discerning clients. 

You've trusted Classic Vacations to take care of your client's
accommodation decisions. With W3 as our preferred in-destination

ground partner in Italy, you can also trust us with all your
transportation and tour requests. We've got you covered!

E N D L E S S
P O S S I B I L I T I E S

Travel Inspiration



F L E E T
W3's fleet features luxurious vehicles to provide its

passengers with comfort and style, whether the service
is a transfer from the airport or a full-day excursion.  

Vehicles in W3's fleet Include Mercedes-Benz E-Class,
Mercedes-Benz S-Class (Presential), and the

Mercedes V-Class for larger families or groups. 

Vehicle selection is subject to change without notice. Not all models are
available in all European destinations. Contact Classic Vacations for full details.



C O N T A C T  U S

1.800.221.3949


